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Reducing Financial
Losses In
Maintenance

By Bridget Bell
This is part one of a three-part article on the journey taken by one
highway construction and pavement maintenance company to
reduce its financial losses in its maintenance department.

D

iscovering an effective plan to reduce financial losses
in a company is no easy task, but it was the task given
to Joe Farone and Kevin Nichols of The Gorman Group,
a highway construction and pavement maintenance company
located in Upstate New York. In 2005, co-owners Mark Gorman
and Tony Gorman approached Farone, CFO and VP; Nichols, VP of
operations, along with two other managers with this assignment:
reduce the $1.3 million loss in The Gorman Group maintenance
department.
Over the course of the next couple years, Farone and Nichols
strived to meet their assigned goal. The company was losing
money on equipment maintenance and repair and needed to
discover a means to turn the situation around.

POTENTIAL SOLUTION

In 2008, Farone encountered a potential solution to The Gorman
Group’s problem. At an AGC/CFMA meeting in a session dedicated
to Equipment Best Practices, Farone heard Brian Cooney, CFO of
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Barriere, speak. Barriere is a construction company similar to The
Gorman Group, and had originally encountered a deficit problem
as well. In the session, Cooney spoke of Total Process Reliability
or TPR, a maintenance improvement plan which enabled Barriere
to reduce and eventually eliminate its maintenance deficit. Farone
liked what he heard. If Barriere could go from a major loss in
its shop, to breaking even, and eventually making money, he
believed The Gorman Group could do the same.
Farone approached Cooney to find out more details about TPR.
Cooney told Farone TPR had been introduced and implemented
at Barriere by Preston Ingalls, who is now president and CEO
of TBR Strategies, a Raleigh-based consulting firm specialized
in maintenance and reliability. Farone returned to New York,
enthusiastic about exploring TPR further.
In December 2008, Farone, Nichols, and two other managers,
placed a call to Preston Ingalls. The call would become the first
step in their TPR journey—a challenging journey that would
eventually eliminate the $1.3 million maintenance shop deficit.
By the end of their 2-hour conversation, Ingalls delivered the good
news: the Gorman Group’s problems were not rare, and they were
correctable. Ingalls recommended he come to New York for a
maintenance assessment.
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By Bridget Bell
This is part two of a three-part article on the journey taken by
one highway construction and pavement maintenance company
to reduce its financial losses in its maintenance department.

W

ith the new centralized maintenance facility, came
the need for an equipment manager, as well as a
preventative maintenance (PM) coordinator, and a
planning and scheduling coordinator. From within the facility,
“you need someone to pay attention,” says Joe Farone, CFO and
VP, and so The Gorman Group promoted internal employees
to these positions and then each received training on their
responsibilities by TBR Strategies.

WEEDING OUT OLD IRON

The creation of a PM coordinator was particularly important, as
the firm was spending too much money on unneeded equipment
emergencies. The Gorman Group needed to focus on improving
its fleet and changing the approach to fleet maintenance.
The goal of preventive maintenance according to Ingalls, “is
to minimize breakdowns and excessive depreciation,” or as
Kevin Nichols, VP of operations, says to “fix it before you run
to failure.” This is done through planned service and early
detection of problems, which left unaddressed, could lead
to equipment failure. “In its simplest form,” Ingalls explains,
“preventive maintenance can be compared to the service
schedule for an automobile or truck.” The process includes
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activities such as lubrication, painting, testing, cleaning,
adjusting, and minor component replacement aimed at
extending the life of the equipment. With the creation of a PM
coordinator and the other improvement efforts, the firm “went
from a reactive situation to a proactive situation in terms of
equipment and repair,” says Owner Tony Gorman.
Using an analysis instrument provided by Ingalls, The Gorman
Group also realized that some machines in its fleet were what
Farone calls “bad actors,” and the firm was spending too
much money on “old iron.” The team decided to get rid of old
equipment that wasn’t being utilized and to lease equipment
when feasible. If a piece of equipment did not yield a return, it
was sold. An Equipment Replacement Plan was developed with
the goal of replacing vehicular stock within 5 years, production
stock within 7 years, and specialty stock within 8 years. The
fleet of equipment, Farone says, was old, with an average age
of 13 years. The Gorman Group decided to strive for an average
equipment age of 5 to7 years. By replacing the “bad actors” with
high-performing machines, The Gorman Group knew it would
have less down time and the equipment would have a higher
trade-in value. Ultimately, by the end of 2009, The Gorman
Group purged 7 percent of its fleet.
Amongst all these changes in May 2009, employees in
new positions traveled to California for a week-long, handson workshop called the TPR Coordinator Course. Ingalls
recommended that Farone or Nichols participate in the training
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in order to stress the commitment of
top management to the TPR process.
Part of the team’s training involved
public speaking assignments designed
to improve their ability to communicate
in front of a group, which would
come in handy back home when they
implemented TPR training with the
employees.

TRAINING IS KEY

Phase 4: Revolves around education,
training, and plan execution, and
focuses on operation and equipment
maintenance improvement.
Phase 5: Evaluation is ongoing
throughout the TPR journey. Progress is
continually assessed through a series of
evaluations and audits.
While the employee resistance and
“culture shock,” was a major obstacle

for The Gorman Group, there were also
employees who were enthusiastic about
the arrival of TPR. This enthusiasm, both
Nichols and Farone stress, is important to
drive the process. ■
The final installment of this article will appear
in the next issue and focus on the bumps in the
road and the overall impact to the company.

Within the first phase of TPR, The
Gorman Group educated all staff
members on the maintenance process
and created a TPR Steering Council
and Implementation Team. Foremen
and managers received over 48 hours
of leadership training. All the training
was a huge change for The Gorman
Group. According to Farone, before
working with Ingalls, the firm did not
have a training budget. In reaction
to that lack of training, The Gorman
Group spent an impressive 2900 hours
training employees in 2010—a number
management hopes to increase this year.
The increase in training, according to
Tony Gorman, has been “a key cultural
change.”
Within its first year of working with
TPR, The Gorman Group was able to
move from a $1.3 million deficit to
a $200,000 profit for its equipment
division, but not without substantial
challenges. The deficit reversal was, as
Tony Gorman says, “the low hanging
fruit,” and the firm’s journey to the goal
of Best in Class continues.

THE PROCESS OF TPR

Before exploring the challenges and
successes of The Gorman Group on its
TPR journey, it is important to understand
TPR. Ingalls admits that TPR can be a
complex process. So, in order to reduce
that complexity, implementation is
approached in 5 stages.
Phase 1: Gap Analysis involves
maintenance effectiveness and feedback.
At this stage, a core group of TPR
supporters is formed and an analysis of
the firm’s need for change is conducted.
An examination of the costs and benefits
of making said changes is also performed
during Phase 1.
Phase 2: Support Network solidifies
who within an organization will be
the key champions and leaders for
TPR through the creation of a Steering
Council and Implementation Team.
Phase 3: Focus on planning and
strategy development.
www.mcsmag.com

If reducing your maintenance costs
by 25‐30% while improving uptime
appeals to you, call us today.

(919) 341‐1387
www.tbr‐strategies.com
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Overcoming
Roadblocks
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By Bridget Bell
This is the final installment of a three-part article on the journey
taken by one highway construction and pavement maintenance
company to reduce its financial losses in its maintenance
department.

O

ne major force behind The Gorman Group’s TPR
journey was, and still is today, Jennifer Angrisano.
When The Gorman Group was first introduced
to TPR, Angrisano worked as a senior accountant who
focused on equipment cost. In reaction to the need for TPR
leadership, Angrisano was promoted to TPR coordinator, and
later promoted again to continuous improvement manager.
Angrisano’s first major TPR assignment was to purchase a
computerized maintenance management system (CMMS).
The Gorman Group had previously never used a CMMS,
and therefore, had no means to track costs and reoccurring
maintenance issues. Finding the right CMMS system to meet
The Gorman Group’s needs also posed another obstacle.
Initially, in an attempt to cut costs, The Gorman Group chose
a less expensive CMMS, but it simply did not deliver what the
firm wanted. So, with Ingalls’ guidance, The Gorman Group
purchased a new, more effective CMMS. In response to this
experience, Farone says, “spend the money up front and bite
the bullet.”

TRACKING MAINTENANCE COSTS

Angrisano is extremely pleased with the new CMMS system,
which allows the firm to track maintenance cost within each
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work order to build a parts history to begin predicting when
equipment parts will need to be replaced. Another major
plus of the CMMS system, according to Angrisano, is the
elimination of “finger pointing.” Prior to TPR, work orders
were handwritten on pieces of paper with little means of
accountability. With a strong CMMS, the foreman enters
information directly into the system. “There can be no more he
said, she said,” Angrisano explains.

OPERATOR CARE PROGRAM

A vital part of TPR is proactive maintenance, which involves
engaging operations managers into the process. An early
disconnect between the operations managers and TPR also
caused a “road bump” for The Gorman Group. To lower the
occurrence of equipment failure, operations personnel are
trained in ways to detect “warning signs” prior to a breakdown.
However, if operators do not take ownership of the machines,
this process will not be as effective. Under Ingalls’ guidance,”
The Gorman Group created an Operator Care Program, which
was rolled out in the spring. The OC program trains all crew
members from the foreman to the operators and establishes
the operator care expectations. It first began with a daylong training program for operations managers. According
to Angrisano, The Gorman Group’s Operator Care Team has
developed cleaning, lubrication, and inspection standards for
each type of equipment. Angrisano explains, “These standards
list the tasks that are required to be performed on that piece of
equipment daily and weekly. It sets the expectations.”
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